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18 April 2016
Dear Parents,
Well, a big welcome to the final term in year 6, and your child’s final term in Primary
School! With a lot on this term, we are looking forward to all the exciting events ahead. First
though, we’d like to share this term’s curriculum topics.
Foundation Subjects:
 Geography – Mountains
 History – The Age of Exploration
 Computing – Spreadsheets and Digital Art
 Design Technology – Slippers
 Art – Printing, Digital Art, Textiles
Core Subjects:
 Science – Evolution and Inheritance, Classification
 Literacy – Show Not Tell, Linking Ideas
 Mathematics – Multiplication and Division, Fractions, Geometry and Measurement,
Algebra (*Maths will review and build on previous work.)
As well as all we aim to learn in the classroom this term, we also have a number of
exciting events ahead of us this year to bring a close to our time in Primary.







In June, we will have two transition days in secondary (the students will have the
opportunity to meet secondary teachers, experience secondary lessons, and move
around through the day to different classes.) These days are coordinated by Miss
Bell, the KS3 Coordinator.
Following, we will be off on our Cappadocia trip which we are all extremely
excited for.
In the last week of term, we will have our year 6 sleepover (this will most likely
be on the Wednesday and more details will come closer the time).
Our awards ceremony is in the last week where all students receive a special
award, recognizing their strengths and achievements.
Our final primary assembly on the Thursday June 30 will be our year 6 Leavers’s
Assembly to which all year 6 parents are invited.

Finally, with many warm wishes for a brilliant third term, we would like to thank you for
your continued support with our classes. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact us.
Yours Sincerely,
Miss Frigeri and Mr Tough

